
MobileRite

Automate your fuel dispatch communication, delivery 
and document flow using a mobile app.

Axxis MobileRite provides an in-cab solution for easy 
two-way communication with drivers on the go.

Market Challenge 
 
In the past, communicating fuel delivery details and related 
paperwork to drivers entailed radio calls, manual effort and faxing, 
back and forth. The process improved as cellular technology 
advanced, but hardware is expensive, connectivity is sporadic and 
applications are typically difficult for drivers to use. 

Benefits

How We Help  
 
Axxis MobileRite solves hardware cost, connectivity and usability 
problems through a mobile app that gives drivers an intuitive way 
to access orders, sourcing and delivery information. The app allows 
easy communication of instructions to drivers, who can then return 
critical fuel transaction data in real time to accelerate customer 
billing.

Pre-populated order and sourcing data speeds entry of pick-up 
and delivery information 

Loads and orders are automatically transmitted and matched to 
supplier BOLs for real-time billing and reconciliation 

Leverage mobile app technology to utilize enhanced mapping 
and routing features

Central dashboard view for dispatcher to monitor drivers, trucks 
and sites, with ability to drill in to specific assets 

For more information, visit axxispetro.com

Request a demo

800.833.8870  | 603.553.0989 
sales@axxispetro.com

Who We Help

Retailers

Wholesalers & Jobbers

Dispatchers

Drivers

Commodities

Gasoline

Diesel

Propane

Market Segments

Rack

Retail

Works off-line and syncs when connectivity is lost 
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Benefits  Features

MobileRite | Related Axxis Software Modules

TransactionRite 
 

Fuel Order Management & 
Dispatch (FOMD)

Provides a central dashboard for 
the home office to source loads and 
schedule drivers. Distributes fuel 
orders and assigned loads to drivers, 
publishes delivery information back 
to the home office when complete.

Receives transactional 
documents from drivers, then 
files them in an electronic 
“cabinet” to provide a real-time 
record of fuel delivered.

Summary View of Loads Electronic to-do list for drivers: where to go and what to do

Fuel Inventory Integration See latest fuel inventory levels with ATG reading

Driving Directions Locate hard-to-reach locations and provide site-specific 

Safe Drop Tool Ensure that driver doesn’t drop fuel into a tank where fuel won’t 
fit or water levels are too high; prevent overfills, cross drops and 
phase separationinstructions without calling for directions

BOL, Fuel Delivery and 
Document Capture

Accelerate original document return to office instructions without 
calling for directions

Customer Signature Capture Proof of delivery

Email or Print Delivery Tickets Provide customer proof of delivery in format they prefer

Dispatcher View Interactive control center where dispatcher can view driver/truck 
GPS location, allocation status, contract status, fuel inventory 
records, load status in order to make real-time decisions

Time Tracking Track driver hours

Safety Inspections Customize and document safety procedures


